
Holiday Celebration Album
merry

create this condensed gate fold
album BEFORE your holiday
celebrations...give it away as a 

gift, or fill it right after Christmas
so you won’t forget a thing!!



use bells, 
bling (t-drops)

ribbons
to embellish cover!



i added subtle
text stamping inside white 
damask images- love that 

texture...



attach ghost frame to the top of the chipboard backer, and adhere letters...
“merry” could be replaced by family names or specific traditions!



create a window page:
print sentiment onto acetate (from House of 3)

cut 2 papers with the same size window 
sandwich acetate between papers.

stamp and embellish with dot paper!



trim large acetate clock to fit, but allow
it to overhang a bit. Cut a 2”x 8” piece of 

diagonal paper, and fold in 1/2 and adhere 
around edge of clock, so that it shows on 

the front and back.



create a pocket page interactive element: 
cut a 4”x10” piece- fold 4” from left edge and 3” over on 

right edge using the green Bazzill Cardstock

*create a flower by layering the red foil candy cups and create a center-

*create a decorative paper edge by folding a strip of paper in 1/2 top to bottom
and adhere along the edge of the card.



foil allows you to mold the flower a bit. 
add stickles to the flower center.



flap opens from the right-





cut a quick tag from coordinating paper, could be more than one 
tucked inside the pocket. 

-



cut a tag shape card to tuck in pocket page.-



create a tag ‘slide’.   fold a 6x6 square in 1/2. 



create a bookmark style tag that will fit inside (about 2 1/2 wide and 7” long.
stamp as desired and add ribbon and ghost tags. -



cut a7”x 6”piece of ‘crazy love’ paper, 
and mist with  ‘Silver Sugar’ Glimmer Mist!

i added lace and 
Tim Holtz/Stampers Anonymous stamps





create a bookmark style tag that will fit inside (about 2 1/2 wide and 7” long.
stamp as desired and add ribbon and ghost tags. -



simply fold in half and punch holes 
to create a sleeve for the ‘bookmark’



stamp and glimmer mist...
these stamps are Stampers Anonymous



cut 5x7 pages for the book, and edge them with the various papers included.
*glimmer mist anything black w/ the Silver Sugar. it’s awesome.



add stamping on the pages for interest.



print more House of 3 art onto acetate (santa) and embellish your 
book with it- This page folds with the crease and edging on the right 

side.



this Santa is from House of 3... download images and print on 
transparency, sticker sheets or cardstock to make your own  embellishments.



this interactive page style allows
tons of space for photos 

and journaling!!



create another fold open card with window for....

this is also a fold out page... 



“jolly” is from House of 3











LOVE this simple 2010 calendar:

1. cover, ink, stamp and Glimmer
Mist Teresa’s book covers

2. print out the calendar pages from the House of 3 
link you rec’d in your email. there are 3 pages that will

comprise all 12 months.
3. cut 12 5x4 papers of your choice (i used black, and 

black polk a dot)
4. cut apart all the months

5. i inked and stamped the months a little
6. collate the 5x4 papers and months in order

7. punch all pages and book covers using
the fabulous Bind-it-all machine

**use book rings if you don’t have access to a Bind it all
8. staple Bazzill pom poms to back month using 

Tim Holtz tiny attacher
9. position the chipboard letters “today” onto the 

ghost frame of your choice
10. embellish jewels if you choose

11. staple ghost frame on top of chipboard cover
12. position clip under ‘today’ so it can hold pages of

months as the year goes on
13. punch holes on right and left at the top of chipboard

piece and tie 12” of ribbon to act as a hanger
14. punch a hole in the middle and bottom and dangle 

jewels etc. 



add photos for each month... 





pom poms are attached to back page w/ staples







i stayed w/ a mono-chromatic  color scheme...but you could
print these cute mini-calendars out on any 

color cardstock or paper!





can you see the staples?



This wall hanging  only requires a couple things:
1. stamps

2. 12”x 6” corrugated cardboard
3. 12”x12” black cardstock
4. 12” Tim Holtz link chain

5. black ribbon
6. big honkin jewels
7. ink,distress etc.













cut quote out, and you will use it as a template.
*fold cardstock in 1/2 and place quote on top, and trace and trim out.



mount on corrugated cardboard.



fill with favorite photos... cute scrapbook layout! 
GREAT GIFT!!


